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Reynoldsburg, Main Street, Reynoldsburg, OH

Tomato Chic!
Reynoldsburg, Ohio, is known as the Tomato Capital
of the World. When the city decided to create a
more attractive setting for business growth, they
knew the streetscape design needed to integrate all
elements, including lighting, to craft an appealing
atmosphere for residents and visitors. It was critical
that the street lighting had to illuminate 5 lanes of
roadway and blend with the design.
Holophane had the solution.
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Tomato Chic!
The Mongoose luminaires, with custom
Reynoldsburg arms, are mounted on
Atlanta poles. The special "Tomato
Red" poles have the city seal cast into
the bases. Reynoldsburg also decided
to have the poles equipped with banner
arms, to publicize the numerous city
events held throughout the year.
Although appearance and style of
the lighting systems is an important
consideration, safety and security of the
public is of the utmost concern. The
Mongoose luminaire with its engineered
light distribution is also very effective at
reducing unwanted light trespass. The
superior photometric performance
allows this system to illuminate the 5
lanes on Main Street with a full cutoff
light distribution.
Utilizing 320W metal halide lamps, the
luminaires were spaced 190' apart and
setback 12' from the roadway. This,
along with the mechanical features
designed into the Mongoose luminaire
allow for fast, easy maintenance when
required.
Tomato Chic. What's next?

The Mongoose®
features 14 optical systems.
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